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VICEROY offered less tar, less nicotine - a lighter smoke. 
VICEROY brought filtration to smokers - and to the cigarette 
industry. Filtered VICEROY advertised that it was better for 
health - better for lungs - than non-filtered cigarettes. While 
there is no scientific evidence that the level of tar and nicotine 
inhalation is significant to health, no one contends that unfil-
tered smoke is preferable to filtered smoke. B&W pioneered the 
cellulose acetate filter in 1952 and has pursued filtration 
research ever since. (There is, today, something of a dilemma 
in that B&W now takes the position that it has not been established 
that the amount of tar and nicotine delivered in mainstream smoke 
is of health significance. This position is now taken by all 
cigarette manufacturers in the filings protesting the Federal Trade 
Commission's tar and nicotine findings.) 

18. In 1952 VICEROY copy talV«H of 20,000 filter traps. 

The 20,000 filter, traps in VICEROY'S filter were the 20,000 individ
ual fibers in the makeup of the filter. At this period, the more 
fibers there were in a filter, the more surface area, that In turn 
directly related to the amount of T&N removed from the smoke. 

At this time and for some years (until Eastman Kodak licensed 
Celanese) Eastman was the sole source of supply for cellulose 
acetate filter material. Because B&W had, at the outset, worked 
with Eastman in the development of the cellulose acetate filter, 
we enjoyed some benefit in the initial release of Improved Eastman 
filter materials. In 1952 and for some time thereafter, only B&W 
was able to purchase the new and finer filtering material from 
Eastman. This gave us a solid basis for such claims. 

YICEROY and comparative T&N data may have been run through the 
1950's, but these are now unavailable in R&D files. 

I The number of strands, and thus traps, was in fact significant in terms of T&N removal and we believe that at that time—through 
the 1950's—other filtering techniques to accomplish the same result 
were not available. We believe that KENT cigarettes got down to, 
and perhaps somewhat below, the VICEROY T&N delivery level in the 
mid-1950's through use of an asbestos filtering material. (As the 
asbestos filter was not made of separate strands of material, it 
could not have been measured in terms of traps in the same way that 
cellulose acetate filters were. We don't know how many "traps" 
there may be in the asbestos filter; we had at that time no means of 
ascertaining how many traps there were in the KENT filter and 
apparently the manufacturer, Lorillard, didn't either because it 
saw fit to make no competitive claims in comparable terms.) 

19. In 19 52 VICEROY also advertised that a leading doctor recom
mended the brand. (No one in Brown & Williamson or the Bates 

- Agency knows who the doctor was. So far as available records 
Indicate, this "doctor ad" was used only in the October 20, 1952, 
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lssue of Time and the November 1952 issue of Gourmet. but there i s 
no way to be certain that other use wasn't made of i t , and Time 
c i rcu la tes widely.) Of the ad, i t can be said that there was~some 
developing opinion that f i l t e red smoke was preferable to non-
f i l t e r e d smoke. The ad did not claim general medical endorsement. 

20. In 1952 KOOLS guaranteed the smoker would "feel the difference" 
within 24 hours of smoking. 

B&W Advertising says that a smoker switching to KOOLS automatically 
"fee l s the difference," that i s , he experiences the subjective 
sensation of coolness as he inhales . As for fee l ing that difference 
"within 24 hours," they say the "difference" would actually be f e l t 
subjective sensation. 

21 . Unfiltered KOOL also contended, in 1952, that i t was an 
establ ished medical fact that for steady smoking no other cigarette 
was better for the lungs than KOOL, 

Apparently t h i s i s no more than a weasel or parody claim. We can 
find no backup in the f i l e s for i t and no T&N data on KOOL, other 
B&W, or competitive c igaret tes at t h i s time. Note, per above, 
that we were concurrently advertising VICEROY as safer for the lungs 
than any other king-s ize or leading f i l t e r . R&D thinks that the 
VICEROY king-s ize f i l t e r at t h i s time would have delivered sub
s t a n t i a l l y l e s s T&N than the 70mm unf i l tered KOOL. These concurrent 
VICEROY and KOOL claims are f l a t ly inconsistent and r e s i s t rat ional iza
t i o n . So far as the records Indicate, t h i s KOOL copy was used only 
in New England newspapers. 

This apparent l imited geographic use of th i s KOOL copy t i e s with 
the fact that KOOL sa les (and VICEROY too) have always been 
r e l a t i v e l y weak in New England and particularly in Boston. 

We presume that some local rumor about menthol or other competitive 
ac t iv i ty must have lead to t h i s very limited and local ized KOOL 
advertis ing, but the most thorough checking produces no explanatory 
record or reco l l ec t ion . As these New England ads seem to have no 
pertinence to pending l i t i g a t i o n , further e f for t s to unravel 
reasons for use of t h i s KOOL copy w i l l be deferred. 

22. In 1953-54, VICEROY claimed that Brand A (70mra non-fi ltered) 
•gave smokers 78.5% more tar and nicot ine , Brand B (king-size 
non-f i l tered) gave 70.4% more, and Brand C (70mm f i l t e r t ip ) 
57.4% more. (Note that tar and nicot ine are used in the conjunc
t i v e . ) This data came from t e s t s run by the W, M. Grosvenor 
Laboratories, Inc. (We do not know whether Brand A was a CAMEL, 
LUCKY STRIKE, CHESTERFIELD, RALEIGH, or other c igarette . Brand B 
was probably PALL HALL, though i t could have been our own LIFE. 
Brand C, we bel ieve , must have been PARLIAMENT. The only a l t e r 
nat ive , apparently, would have been our own previous VICEROY.) 
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Ads based on this testing were carried in various medical and 
dental journals, a specimen following on the next page. Fol
lowing that, however, apparently popular magazines were used, the 
same ad being reproduced as "A Report of Doctors - Published in 
Leading Medical Journals." It appears that one issue of each of 
LIFE, Saturday Evening Post, and LOOK were used. 

23. The records on the old Grosvenor studies are incomplete, and 
we do not now find any specific substantiation of the "110% more 
nicotine" claim. The Grosvenor data on the new VICEROY filter 
indicated substantial reductions in tar and nicotine. (Ve have 
no way of knowing whether one of Grosvenor's comparisons was that 
of the old with the new VICEROY. We do know that tar delivery of 
the new VICEROY was down substantially and that nicotine delivery 
was perforce down substantially. So far as the scrapbook indi
cates, the "110% more nicotine" claim was made only in very fine 
print on which no plaintiff Is likely to have focused.) 

24. In 19 53 our advertising said that the VICEROY HEALTH-GUARD 
filter crowned 20 years of B&W research. 

The length of the VICEROY cellulose acetate filter was increased in 
early 1953 from 11mm to 13mm to cut T&N delivery. No further 
significant change was made in the VICEROY cellulose acetate filter 
until 1958. 

The crepe paper filter was introduced in VICEROY cigarettes in 
1936 or earlier, and it is known that B&W did early development 
work on crepe paper filters in collaboration with the Smith Paper 
Company (then owned by Pocahontas Corporation, a B.A.T. subsidiary), 
with Peterson Parchment, and with others. While in those earlier 
days development work was handled primarily by the Manufacturing 
Department, B&W, as a pioneer in the cigarette filter field, 
continued filter refinement and improvement over the years both 
through the efforts of its own Manufacturing and R&D Departments and 
through work with the major suppliers of filtration materials, who 
themselves had substantial R&D facilities. 

Litigation counsel are of the view that we cannot expect to impress 
either Judge or Jury with testimony bearing on our good faith 
pioneering development of cigarette filters. Usefully, some of the 
history may be necessary in response to interrogatories or questions 
upon deposition or on trial, and some of the historical detail is 
included here as the only basis available to explain or substantiate 
various claims made from time to time. In view of litigation coun
sel's opinion, it is not included in the thought that we might 
gain "brownie points" with Judge or Jury as the farsighted cigarette 
maker which brought safer smoking to the public. 
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